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Shortly before the 1845 postage reduction took effect, Frederick Clapp of Worcester wrote to his brother in another Massachusetts town; this is the earliest of Frederick’s surviving letters to bear a postmark. Whereas their previous correspondence appears to have been occasioned by news of illness, Frederick underscores the decidedly quotidian status of this particular missive: “Dear Brother, / Having an opportunity to write you and hapning to think of the promise we made each other before you left, I have concluded to take my pen in hand and see if I could not manufacture one of those little things which the man at the Post Office sometimes hands out to the man of letters.”

Thrusting himself wary into a world of elite status (“the man of letters”), Clapp also imagines participating in the familiar ritual of post office life. Such gestures registered some of the challenges and ambiguities associated with entering the postal network after 1845. The post had been many things in the memory of mid-century Americans—a news source, a medium for business communication, a resource for making special (typically tragic) announcements—but it had not been a broadly interactive network, and its rites and rhythms had no fixed place in everyday experience. As a newly accessible and increasingly indispensable communication network took root in the 1840s and ‘50s, American correspondents sought to articulate new models for postal relationships. A great deal of cultural work went into the production of the codes and ideals of intimacy that shaped epistolary communication. What emerged most generally during this period was a set of practices, discourses, and beliefs—a postal culture—that redefined the very status of mail. More specifically, Americans began producing and circulating in massive numbers something that had never before been an instrument of everyday sociability among ordinary people: the personal letter.
To write, receive, post, or expect a letter in the newly inclusive U.S. mail network was to engage a system that had been, for some time, deeply linked to the transmission of news and the spread of the market. New users of the post both adopted and adapted these associations in an effort to make sense of what it might mean to conduct interpersonal relationships through the mail. In an 1854 transcontinental letter, for example, Benjamin Wingate directed his son to think in new ways about the value and purpose of writing letters:

It is a very good plan for you to correspond with your relatives in Wis[consin]. It will do you, and them, good, in several ways. Do not neglect it. Do not fall into the notion, that you cannot write, unless you have some news to tell. Items of news may be gathered from the newspapers; but a friendly correspondence has, or should have, another purpose—to express sympathy and good feeling, and to keep up an acquaintance with and a pleasant remembrance of, each other. Write as you would talk to them.\(^2\)

The distinction between news and “friendly correspondence” was not, of course, an innovation, and the epistolary ideal of writing “as you would talk” enjoyed an established pedigree. At least since the sixteenth century, English-language guides to letter-writing had defined the craft as “Oration written,” a trope that had become a well-worn cliché by the time of Wingate’s letter.\(^3\) What was new to this period was the notion that a young person of middling income and status no longer needed to model his correspondence on news or justify his use of the post by the announcement of an extraordinary occurrence or the sharing of some recent intelligence. The post could be used to cultivate and sustain “an acquaintance” over long distances. In an 1859 letter to his son in Alabama, Iowa minister and land speculator J. H. Williams opened by acknowledging that he was “sitting down to write to you from habit rather than from any thing important, I have to communicate.” For family and friends living at a distance, it was precisely this “habit” that characterized the new postal connection.

While mid-century correspondents negotiated the relationship between letters and news, they also wrestled with a closer model for interpersonal postal exchange—the business letter. Despite a long tradition associating letters with polite society, despite a continual emphasis in etiquette books on letter-writing as an act of personal self-presentation, and despite the construction of letters as windows into the soul in popular epistolary novels, Americans at mid-century understood that the prototypical letter-writer was a businessman. Postal reforms gave ordinary Americans access to a mode of communication that had previously been

the province of bankers, merchants, and clerks. In the same 1845 letter in which Frederick Clapp imagined himself as a “man of letters,” his wife Sarah mobilized a more current metaphor. “I have been thinking about writing to you, for some little time,” she explained, so she and Frederick “entered into partnership, to write you a letter.” Sarah had little news to report, she added, as “F. has had a little more than his share.” To understand the attitudes that new users had to their postal relationships, one must begin by taking such business metaphors seriously. “The day has gone by when the post-office was thought to be only for the merchant,” a Massachusetts magazine announced in 1850, but that day was not so distant, and its imprint remained palpable.\(^5\) Mid-century correspondents were entering a terrain stamped by the culture of the market.

The link between letters and commerce transcended the fact that business correspondence, as contemporary observers acknowledged, accounted for most of the letter volume of the mail even after the postal reductions. Letter-writing was in many ways the paradigmatic activity of the business world. While cargo might ride on railroad cars or steamboats, and while crucial messages might pass along expensive telegraph wires, much of the conduct of long-distance trade took place via the post, and much of the labor associated with the mercantile economy consisted of writing, copying, and filing letters. The antebellum workplace, with its compartmentalized desks and grids of pigeonholes, was organized around postal correspondence.\(^6\) Decades before achieving infamy as a financier, a young Jay Cooke spent his days in the 1840s as a clerk composing such correspondence, “some days fifteen or twenty letters to all parts of the United States.”\(^7\) Clerks like Cooke were part of a new breed of white-collar employee, for whom entry-level, salaried positions—dissociated from artisanal traditions or productive skills—served as badges of middle-class status and promised upward mobility. Their jobs were increasingly defined in the public eye as mental rather than manual labor, but the responsibilities of a clerk were in a literal sense intensely manual. Clerks and businessmen handwrote letters for a living.\(^8\)

What this meant is that the skills associated with correspondence were also the qualifications for entering middle-class professional life. Guides to success in business emphasized the importance of composition, orthography, and penmanship, not only because those features of correspondence (especially penmanship) would be taken as reliable signs of character, but also because so much of commercial life revolved around the production of letters. An 1872 manual told the story of a Philadelphia clerk whose road to success was paved with proper attention to business
correspondence. The Liverpool branch of his firm “noticed how admirably his letters were written, and had him transferred to that city, where he rapidly rose to a partnership, and retired with a fortune of $800,000.” Significantly, the title character in Horatio Alger’s *Ragged Dick* (1867) begins his journey up the social ladder by learning how to write a good letter. When Dick ultimately lands a promising position as a clerk, mid-century readers would recognize that his voyage has reached its terminus.

Letters exchanged among friends and family were profoundly (if ambiguously) linked to the world of business. As new users joined the postal network after 1845, they wrestled with the question of how their mail related to the dominant model of correspondence. One especially illuminating illustration of this struggle appears in evolving attitudes toward composing letters on the Sabbath. Sunday Sabbath observance had been at the heart of two major political controversies before the first postal reform, and both controversies focused on mail. In the 1820s, and then again in the late 1830s, powerful Sabbatarian movements had organized in opposition to the transmission of mail on Sundays. As Richard R. John has argued, Sabbatarians targeted the post not simply because it was the most visible embodiment of the federal government, but in large part because the U.S. mail represented the government’s role in the market economy and the conduct of commercial and financial transactions.

The Sabbatarians failed to close down the postal system on Sundays, but their identification of the post with business was broadly shared (many of their opponents simply felt that the market could not afford to be hamstrung by a day of rest). As letter-writing became more common, correspondents who observed the Sabbath faced a dilemma. Was the medium they were using inherently worklike? Bradford Morse, a young clerk in San Francisco during the 1830s, acknowledged this quandary in a letter to his mother in Massachusetts. “I intended to have replied to your letter last evening,” he explained, “but knowing your ideas about using the Sabbath for such purposes I delayed until this morning.” Morse invokes his mother’s Sabbatarian concerns to excuse a breach of filial piety, but he also distances himself from those concerns, leaving open the possibility that he might have written letters to someone else on Sunday. Morse and his mother may have found themselves on opposite sides of a generational divide. Seven years later, teenaged Lucy Breckinridge of Virginia noted in her diary that although the minister’s wife “considers it very wrong to write letters on Sunday...I cannot see any harm in writing to people that you love.” Much of the conflict hinged on a crucial but slippery distinction between different types of letter-writing. Breckinridge conceded that “it would be sinful to write formal business letters,” but cited “love” as a mitigating factor.

For a new generation of Protestant postal users, especially those far from home, letter-writing came to shed its associations with business and to acquire affinities with the proper observance of the Sabbath. William Allen Clark, a soldier in the Union Army in 1862, proudly claimed to his Baptist family in Indiana that he had written them “each Sabbath since I left home except when marching.” For soldiers, travelers, and migrants, letters from far away offered the promise of an absorptive reading experience linked both to Bible study and, moreover, to the imaginative recreation of idealized home life in the midst of a transient and frequently acquisitive existence. This was especially true during the Gold Rush, when letters from home were celebrated and even fetishized as symbolic counterpoints to the worldly preoccupations and the money-making ethos that governed everyday life. Recalling the frenzy that greeted the arrival of a mail steamer in the 1850s in California, Hubert Howe Bancroft reminded his readers that letters had provided the sole bridge to a distant world “of civilization, of Sabbath and home influence, of all the sweet memories and amenities that make life endurable.”

Letters, in this view, were themselves tokens of Sabbath observance. Historian Alexis McCrossen cites several examples of westward migrants who used Sunday as a day for writing, reading, and rereading letters, and she reaffirms their sense of letter-writing as a sacred activity. “Sojourners and settlers treated Sunday differently from the other days of the week,” McCrossen notes of the mid-to-late nineteenth century, “whether they engaged in more than usual gambling, drinking, and fighting, or in letter writing, introspection, and devotions.”

During the middle decades of the nineteenth century, the tension between the transmission of mail as the classic transgression of the Sabbath and the personal letter as an apt symbol of Sabbath observance reflected deeper uncertainty about the meaning of postal contact. To resolve this tension, cultural commentators and epistolary guides were quick to insist upon the validity of Lucy Breckinridge’s distinction between business mail and personal mail. Business letters should be particularly “brief, plain, and straightforward,” advised a “practical guide to business,” and Godby’s recommended that “business letters should be as brief as is consistent with perspicuity.” Such correspondence was not to be confused with other kinds of letters. An 1856 issue of *Ladies’ Repository* offered a taxonomy of the varieties of mail, stigmatizing business letters as if they were a marginal, regrettable category of postal material: “In this world of material interests we must have business letters too. There is not an
atom of genuine love to be picked out of one in a thousand of these necessary documents. It is a trade to write them. Good penmanship and correct arithmetic qualify the writer.” In a similar vein, some postal users emphasized the relative triviality of business letters. Bancroft spoke of savoring a missive “that breathed of tender memories and pure affection” amid a “pile of business correspondence.” Others accepted grudgingly the priority that business mail claimed. Forty-niner Henry Dewitt informed his mother that her other son Alfred would have no time to write, “as he can hardly answer his business letters.” “He is now writing,” Henry reported. “I expect it will be daylight before he gets through.”17 In both formulations, the distinction seemed clear enough. As categories of correspondence, business letters and personal letters took discrete forms and marked separate practices.

In practice, however, the line proved blurry. Drawing upon many of the same skills, competing (as Henry Dewitt acknowledged) for the same time and attention, and arriving in the same mail bags, business letters were not always easy to distinguish from personal letters. Unlike that of later times, mid-century business correspondence was handwritten, authored (if not always written) by a person familiar (at least by name) to the addressee. Letters between friends and family, for their part, often dealt with financial matters and routinely enclosed money. To which camp—business or personal—does one assign a letter from a forty-nine: to his wife offering detailed instructions about the collection of a debt or the management of a store? Under which rubric belongs the correspondence between an Alabama slave and her absentee master, providing crop reports and detailing family news?18

If the business and personal categories were not as mutually exclusive as critics pretended, letter-writers themselves nonetheless grappled with the division. In his recent study of the literate habits of young clerks in antebellum America, Thomas Augst has observed subtle (and perhaps unconscious) differences in the way young, middle-class men wrote when their audiences or subjects belonged to the emerging world of white-collar work. Augst finds that handwriting, for example, might be more elegant when a clerk wrote about domestic topics or corresponded with female relatives than when he wrote to colleagues about business.19 Inevitably, however, there was overlap. Jay Cooke apologized to his brother in 1840 for a slippage between what he knew ought to be distinct modes of epistolary address: “I write so many letters that I almost lose the form and spirit of a private one,” he observed, speculating that his “business way for expressing things,” must frequently intrude upon the intimacy of his brotherly exchange.20

Distinctions between what was business and what was personal in the steady stream of mail transmission were part of the complex project of constructing epistolary intimacy. At the broadest level, more widespread and frequent use of the mail required some negotiation of the boundaries between public and private in the new postal culture. The ostensible privacy of the sealed letter was—and remains—the subject of a great deal of earnest discussion and mystification. Antebellum Americans inherited a deep ideological faith in the privacy of letters, though a number of different concepts were subsumed under that rubric. The right of confidential correspondence was in fact a centerpiece of English notions of liberty and English suspicions of government tyranny. In 1844, accusations that the government spied on the private correspondence of Joseph Mazzini, a well-connected Italian exile living in England, precipitated a major crisis in British politics.21 The immunity of the mail to government inspection and interference had been a legal cornerstone of the American postal system since 1792—though an important exception was made in the antebellum South in the case of abolitionist literature. And while Americans did worry on occasion about the vulnerability of letters to unwanted third-party intrusion, their concerns usually focused on postal theft.22 But the insistence upon the privacy of correspondence in antebellum America was more than a matter of political or economic rights; letters were private because their contents were intimate.

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, an elaborate mythology of epistolary privacy surrounded the exchange of letters. Though they were hardly the first to formulate the connection, epistolary novelists such as Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Samuel Richardson produced popular celebrations of the personal letter as a uniquely authentic and sincere form of expression. Correspondence, according to a false etymology peddled in Richardson's Clarissa, was “coeur-responsence,” communication from the heart.23 Characters in epistolary fiction might send letters through messengers, but mail bags were public repositories of private expressions. As a German cabinet official put it in 1814, “What is locked up most carefully in the heart, in one’s own living room, is entrusted without hesitation to the postal service by everyone, by hundreds of thousands every day. The postman’s satchel thus holds incomparably more secrets, and no less securely under proper administration, than the seal of confession, and the symbol of discretion is none other than that of the postal service.”24

Americans paid frequent homage to the integrity and reliability of the postal confession booth. The popular mid-century novel Reveries of a Bachelor dubbed letters "the only true heart-talkers . . . a true soul-print,"
unsullied by the distortions of other forms of social interaction. “As in a
mirror one shows his face to himself, so in a letter one shows his heart to
his friend,” journalist Theodore Tilton wrote to his wife in 1866, before
the scandal surrounding her relationship with the Reverend Henry Ward
Beecher turned the intimacy of their founding marriage into a public
spectacle.25

Even as cheap postage democratized correspondence, the personal
letter retained its sacred status as a private text in popular literature, the
periodical press, and the flurry of epistolary guidebooks that were pub-
lished during the antebellum period. In innumerable texts and contexts,
authors elaborated a series of clichés that were central to the ideology
of epistolary privacy. Calling letters “the treasured mementoes of the ab-
sent, the loved, and lost,” an 1868 guide published in San Francisco and
“peculiarly adapted to the requirements of California” invoked many of
the stock images and terms with which an increasingly ordinary activity
was sanctified:

[H]ow they are read and re-read, wept over and kissed; how they are
locked away in secret cabinets, to be taken forth only in solitude, as
a miser gloats over his gold; how they are worn almost illegible by the
throb of soft, white bosoms, and how often they are hidden in the still
folds of the winding sheet. . . . Letters of friendship, love, and affection
are sacred things, and should be so imbued with the spirit of the writer as
to render them worthy of the devoted attention they call for.26

Letters were secret (in several senses), they bore metonymic traces of
the (typically female) bodies that composed them, and they dealt in the
currency of human intimacy. Items of personal correspondence, in the
words of Hubert Howe Bancroft, “breathed of tender memories and
pure affection.”27

Lest new postal users find such an enterprise a bit daunting, com-
mentators and advisers reminded them continually of the old saw that a
letter was still nothing more than written conversation. An 1841 com-
pilation textbook defined the epistolary genre as “a conversation carried
upon paper between friends at a distance,” while one guide after another
assured readers that “letter-writing is but speaking by the pen.”28 When
Horatio Alger’s Ragged Dick contemplates the task of composing his
first letter, he doubts his abilities. “Like a good many other boys,” the
pedantic narrator of the 1867 novel explains, “he looked upon it as a
very serious job, not reflecting that, after all, letter-writing is nothing
but talking upon paper. . . .”29 There was a tension, of course, between
the mystifying claim that letters were treasured revelations composed in
solitude and the ostensibly demystifying claim that letters were simply
ordinary conversation. The analogy between correspondence and speech
did, however, have its own mystical resonance, implying that a properly
composed text might somehow incarnate an absent friend. At any rate,
both descriptions of the personal letter were extremely common in mid-
century writing, and both were crucial to the cultural construction of mail
as an intimate social exchange that could form the basis for an ongoing
relationship between correspondents who did not see each other.

New postal users encountered the ideology of epistolary privacy at
every turn during the middle of the nineteenth century, whether or not
they purchased letter-writing manuals. Prevailing assumptions about the
personal letter surfaced in a number of major news stories, for example,
in which correspondence was introduced into public view. One of the
most famous concerned the New York prostitute Helen Jewett, whose
murder in 1836 was a foundational event in the formation of a popular
daily press in urban America. Jewett had used the post office frequently
to conduct business and to negotiate personal affairs, and an elaborate
 correspondence between her and Richard Robinson, later her accused
murderer, was seized at the time of the crime. Though they played little
part in the trial that exonerated Robinson and figured only marginally in
the flood of press coverage surrounding the case, the Jewett-Robinson
letters made a public appearance more than a decade later (in the period
of postal reform) when the National Police Gazette published them in full
as part of an elaborate serial story on Jewett. George Wilkes, the editor,
drew no sensational conclusions from the letters, but simply offered them
to his readers as a point of access to the life of the victim.

Purportedly intimate letters appeared on the public stage two decades
later in a bizarre episode involving the disposition of Mary Lincoln’s
clothes. Res tet by staggering debts accumulated while she was in the
White House, Lincoln traveled incognito from Chicago to New York
in an attempt to raise money by selling off her wardrobe. As part of
her fund-raising strategy, the former first lady wrote a series of letters
to a jewelry broker describing her poverty, which he then threatened to
publish (and ultimately did) in the newspapers. None of this succeeded in
selling the goods (or otherwise raising funds), but the circulation of
Mary Lincoln’s letters was central to the “Old Clothes Scandal” of 1867,
paralleling the unseemly exhibition of her personal belongings. In a final
twist to the scandal, Lincoln’s seamstress and confidante, the former
slave Elizabeth Keckley, printed several of Lincoln’s letters to her in a
memoir. Keckley propounded various defenses for her actions (which
carried her widespread condemnation in the press as well as the ire of her
friend), claiming among other things that she "excluded everything of a personal character from her letters" and excerpted only those portions that "refer to public men." But Keckley recognized at the same time that the value of the documents as evidence was that they "were not written for publication." Mary Lincoln's letters, Keckley pointed out, were "the frank overflowings of the heart, the outcropping of impulse, the key to genuine motives." Far from being public papers, these letters were distinctively private, and uniquely revealing. They would enable Keckley to defend Mrs. Lincoln in public by "lay[ing] her secret history bare." 30

Similar confidence in the sincerity and veracity of unguarded intimate correspondence underlay the publication of letters in the Beecher-Tilton scandal that captivated metropolitan readers in the mid-1870s. Theodore and Elizabeth Tilton had conducted and preserved an extraordinarily rich correspondence during the late 1860s, and many of these letters were introduced (by both sides) as evidence in court in 1875 during civil proceedings against Henry Ward Beecher for allegedly seducing Elizabeth and alienating her affections from her husband. During the previous year, however, Theodore Tilton had taken the unusual step of having the journalist George Alfred Townsend, his principal advocate in the press, publish 201 letters between the couple in the columns of the Chicago Daily Tribune. The correspondence was intended to vindicate Theodore Tilton's depiction of a happy marriage disrupted by a fiendish intervention and thereby to discredit the story that Elizabeth was then telling of an oppressive and unsatisfying relationship. Elizabeth Tilton's letters in particular provided "testimony," in Townsend's words, of her emotional state "before she had any occasion to submit such testimony to the manipulation of lawyers bent on crushing her husband for the sake of saving Mr. Beecher. 31 Decoupled from the question of Beecher's culpability, the Tilton letters were also a major literary sensation whose merits were debated throughout the nation. In the process, large numbers of readers digested what was essentially a collection of testimonials to the power of romantic correspondence. Letters, this remarkable act of publication seemed to suggest, were repositories of the secrets of the conjugal bedroom and the human heart. 32

The Jewett, Lincoln, and Tilton episodes confirmed what was popularly understood to be intimate about the mail, even as they raised the specter of the eventual publication of ostensibly private communication. Letters emerged in these news stories as material artifacts of private emotional life that might be used to violate the very privacy they registered. But the power of that violation depended, of course, on widespread belief that letters were sincere and confidential disclosures made in the insulated context of an intense emotional relationship. At a time when the post was becoming a broadly participatory network, the implications of this ideological assumption were considerable. Almost everyone, it might appear, from ministers to prostitutes, from ex-slaves to the wives of presidents, conducted these intense and intimate emotional relationships and left a paper trail of sincere confessions.

In reality, of course, postal relationships conformed rather imperfectly to the model of a sealed intimacy between two correspondents. Whether or not letters were published in the press, postal users encountered daily evidence that the status of personal mail was far more complex. Letters were frequently addressed to more than one person, and even when addressed to a single person, they were commonly shared. This might take the form of showing a letter prior to sealing it. The surviving correspondence of Helen Jewett reveals that she would occasion mail a letter to a more intimate third party, with the instruction that he read, seal, and reposit the letter to its putatively intended recipient. 33 More typically, however, the circulation of personal letters took place after the initial posting and with the presumed consent of all parties. Mary Paul, writing from Vermont to New Hampshire in 1851, explained her enclosure of a letter from one of her brothers in a way that nicely captures the circuits along which family correspondence might travel. "I received a letter from Henry last night inclosing yours from William," she opened, referring to two of her brothers. "He (Henry) said you wished me to send it back to you as you were going to send it to Julius," yet another brother. 34 Letter-writers often explicitly authorized and encouraged this practice in order to save time or postage. Overland migrant Louisa Cook made such a suggestion to her mother and sister in an 1862 letter from somewhere in Nebraska. "I do not have time to write to any one but you & if any of the friends wish to hear from me they can do so through you. If you go over to the Debolt neighborhood give my love to the friends there & if you like you can let them read my letters." 35 In other cases, writers might renounce confidentiality in order to avoid the impression that they had something to hide. "I am perfectly willing for you to show Mother my letters," Franklin Buck wrote from New York to his sister in Vermont. "I don't intend to do anything that I am ashamed to have her know." 36

Despite the rhetoric surrounding intimate correspondence, letters were often written for larger audiences. If a writer had journeyed to a distant location, his or her mail could serve as a travel guide or as a kind of sensational literature, and many letters from the West reflect this awareness. 37 Letters from European immigrants to their communities
of origin were especially likely to be circulated—partly because of high rates of international postage, which persisted well into the second half of the century and made writing separate letters to different friends and family members a costly proposition. Mail from new arrivals during the antebellum period also played a prominent role back home in collective discussions and deliberations about migration, and were often so clearly composed for communal consumption that historians have dubbed them “America Letters” and classified them as a species of public literature.38

Even under more ordinary circumstances, letters were typically displays of writing skill and performances of good taste. Frequent comments about spelling mistakes in the epistolary admonitions of parents and siblings, as discussed in chapter 1, reinforced this point. Adults were not exempt from such pedagogical direction, especially women. A San Franciscan writing to his sister in the East expressed, “strictly entre nous,” a wish that she might develop “a less careless habit of letter writing; for as a young lady, you may presently be called upon to write letters, which you would not like to contain errors.” While men might send “letters of a very indifferent appearance” (his own compositions, he admitted, were “monsters of deformity”), a young lady could ill afford such carelessness. “So pray read over your letters after they are written, and supply such words as you have left out.” In an 1861 letter to his wife Pamela, James Fergus commended her improvement: “This is the best you ever wrote me and contained the most interesting news,” he wrote, though her spelling and writing were found wanting. Dismayed by the errors, James instructed her on the proper way to compose correspondence. “Write your letter first out on your slate,” he directed, “rub out alter and correct until you think the spelling is all right, and [the letter] is as good—as you can get it. Then write it on paper with a pencil, correcting any further errors you may have, then copy it in ink, and your letters will certainly look better than they do now.” An intimate communication between a husband and a wife was still an occasion for care in one’s self-presentation.40

For some postal users, the imagined readership for personal letters extended to future generations. Theodore Tilton, after exclaiming to his wife that letters approximate and register a moment of physical contact (“there is something in the exchange of letters that ranks next to the greeting of palm to palm”), confessed a desire to save her letters, put them in an iron safe, and bequeath them to their children, in order to show future grandchildren “how much their grandfather and grandmothe:

loved one another in the olden time.” Earlier that month, Elizabeth had praised his letters as “a legacy to my children when I no longer live to preserve them.” Though the fate of the Tilton correspondence would take an uncommon twist, preserving letters was a common practice. Louisa Cook asked her correspondents to save her letters, “as I have written a great deal that I have not in my journal & when I come back I should like to have them to refer to.” In asking his wife to “preserve all my letters carfully on file,” James Fergus cited their value as business records (a useful reminder of the merging of letter types), but he saved all letters from her, whether or not they dealt with business matters.41 Merchants and clerks routinely kept copies of the letters they sent (late-eighteenth century innovators, including Thomas Jefferson, had even experimented with mechanical devices that created a duplicate copy of a letter), a practice taken up by postal users who were not in the business world. A business guide recommended that “not merely the merchant, but the farmer, mechanic, and even those engaged only in private affairs, should keep a copy of every business letter they write,” but some correspondents also copied letters to friends and family, either to send duplicates to others, or for some other purpose.42 Immigrant correspondence, for example, might be copied for circulation, a practice that compounded the self-consciousness of unpracticed postal users. An 1857 letter from a Norwegian immigrant asked that the recipients take advantage of the copying process to correct his mistakes. Another letter home to Norway assumed that letters were ordinarily copied for precisely such purposes—and perhaps also to censor inappropriate discussions of intimate life. “You do not have to copy this letter and make omissions,” he insisted. “[Let every] iota and let anyone see it as it is, for it is written by a soldier.43

Whether or not correspondents imagined the future utility or interest of their mail, they understood that their letters, once posted, lay beyond their control and often circulated outside the one-to-one relationship that the form of the sealed epistle seemed to imply. Some worried, understandably, about the fate of their letters. Abigail Malick, who moved to the Oregon Territory at mid-century and corresponded regularly with her daughter and son-in-law in Illinois, asked her daughter to avoid discussing a certain man in her letters as he “Always wants to see All the Letters that you write to me.” In 1859, James Stuart of Mississippi warned his sister to be careful in her letters home, as “Aunt Mary always takes the letters and reads them and at the table makes it a point to comment upon anything she pleases.” Edwin Horton, a soldier in the Union Army,
asked his wife not to show his letters to anyone and admonished her for having done so in the past.

I am real Sorry I rote such a lot of stuff in that letter since it has cause so much trouble but a better way is Nell not to show any of my letters I dont never show any of yours I always burn them up as soon as I read them I dont burn them because I am ashamed to keep or read them to others but I burn them because I dont think it is a good plan to keep a lot of old letters for others to read and chuckle about as soon as a mans back is turned.44

Requests to burn or burn letters became common during this period, though they were not always fulfilled. In an 1848 issue, a postal user from Boston instructed his aunt in Vermont to “tear this letter up... You never tore up my letters last summer when I was up as you promised did you.” Junius Newport Bragg, an Arkansas physician in the Confederate Army, refused his wife’s request that he destroy her letters, claiming he could not do such a thing to things she had written—“unless they were inevitably to be made public.” The threat of inevitable publicity haunted many who wrote personal correspondence. An etiquette guide from 1859 expressed a bizarre anxiety about letter-writing, counseling women against writing to men they did not know well, lest their intimate correspondent “show the superscription or the signature, or both to his idle companions and make insinuations much to her disadvantage, which his comrades will be sure to circulate and exaggerate.” The same guide also noted the practice of certain women with insatiable epistolary appetites who “ inveigle” gentlemen into correspondence and then profit by “ selling the letters for publication.”45

All of these practices and prescriptions reflected and confirmed a heightened awareness of the limits of epistolary privacy. Still, the seal on a letter or (increasingly after 1860) on the envelopes in which they were sent remained sacrosanct in the eyes of many Americans. The wise adult character in Mrs. John Farrar’s didactic The Youth’s Letter-Writer (1834) refuses to open a letter addressed to his son, reaffirming an older view of the sealed letter as “a sacred thing” and added that he “consider[ed] it very improper for one to break a seal belonging to another, or to read a letter without leave to do so, after the seal is broken.”46 In this strict view, the violation of the privacy of both the author and addressee of posted correspondence was an act of “trespass... which no intimacy can justify.” In common practice, however, people often invoked intimacy as a defense for breaching the walls of the private letter. Parents frequently regarded their children’s letters as properly subject to surveillance. In 1849, newspaper publisher Richard Cary Morse rationalized opening letters addressed to his daughter in the following terms: “I recognize the sacredness of a seal & the seal of [my daughter’s] letters no less than others... But I take it for granted that she has all confidence in me, & that her secrets...are safe in her father’s keeping. Yet children can never know the interest their parents take in them. We regard our children as part of ourselves.” This was hardly a unique or original line of defense: in 1798 another parent had explained, under similar circumstances, that “no one has a better right to know my children’s secrets nor more ardently wishes their happiness.” But it became a bolder claim after 1845, when more young people had frequent and independent access to the post.

Parents were especially vigilant in monitoring the epistolary practices of their daughters. The famous diary of Mary Chesnut records an incident in which the author was shown a letter “from a girl crossed in love” by parents who objected to the match (Chesnut cites orthographic errors in the letter and says that “for such a speller... a man of any social status would do”).49 Mary Akin informed her husband, a Confederate Congressman, that a young man had written to eighteen-year-old Eliza, his daughter and her stepdaughter, and that Eliza had asked for permission and advice. “[A]s it was John,” Mary reported, “I told her to write to him if she chose to do so that it was a correspondence she could drop whenever she thought proper, and she has written to him.”50

In consulting her stepmother, Eliza was respecting a powerful social norm. An 1837 guide to women’s conduct recognized the value of honoring a request to maintain a confidential correspondence, but insisted that a young woman “make an exception in favor of [her] mother... for young ladies under age should gracefully acknowledge their parents’ right of inspection.” In 1873, the “Young Woman’s Column” in the North Carolina Presbyterian took a harder line, decreeing that “a girl under nineteen or twenty should never be allowed” to correspond with a young man, “and certainly never without the inspection of her mother or some very much older friend.” The taboo against unsupervised correspondence by young women (a central theme in conduct guides and epistolary novels during the previous century) reinforced the notion that letters constructed intimate (and potentially transgressive) connections insulated from social scrutiny.52 Armed with such cultural ammunition, husbands would sometimes make claims against the privacy of their wives’ mail, a point raised in an earlier chapter. Caroline Loomis Edwards expressed her relief in 1841 that her brother’s wife was “not like some ladies of my
acquaintance who refuse to let their husbands see their letters and throw an air of mystery over their actions."

Discussions of the possibilities and perils of private correspondence in the new postal culture continually highlighted the distinctive letter-writing habits of women. "Ladies' epistolary" was even the name of a standard mid-century penmanship style. Many critics and commentators saw correspondence as a peculiarly feminine craft. "Letter-writing, particularly the lighter kinds," wrote Lucy Fountain in *Putnam's Magazine* shortly after the Civil War, "needs a delicacy and brilliancy of touch particularly feminine." An 1860 letter-writing guide "for the use of ladies" acknowledged that "our sex have been complimented as the possessors of a natural taste for epistolary composition." Other observers were more contemptuous of female correspondence, mocking their propensity to indulge in lengthy and numerous postscripts or the feminine impulse "to indite beautiful little notes, with long-tailed letters, upon vellum paper with pink margins sealed with sweet mottoes, and dainty devices, the whole deliciously perfumed with musk and attar of roses." Both critics and advocates affirmed a kind of two-sex model of letter writing, distinguishing male and female correspondence in clear terms. Letter-writing manuals often targeted one sex or the other, elaborating different styles and presuming different motivations for writing letters. Even modern historians, most notably Marilyn Ferris Motz, distinguish masculine and feminine epistolary modes during the nineteenth century. The important point, however, is not whether women and men wrote (or received) a fundamentally different kind of mail (an unlikely and oversimplifying hypothesis for which we lack sufficient evidence), but that the association between gender and particular modes of correspondence was quite popular at mid-century. Such gender stereotypes appear frequently in the writings of ordinary postal users, especially in the letters of men. Fred Worth, a nineteen year-old clerk living in San Francisco, apologized to his grandmother for the brevity of his 1859 letter. "If I had the favor of stretching out a letter, as some ladies have," Worth explained, "I might make this medley of a letter about twenty five pages in length, but not having that facility I must bring this letter to an abrupt termination, by filling the remainder with love." Claims about the epistolary practices of men and women, many of which were fairly old clichés by the time of the postal revolution, served some new and interesting cultural functions at mid-century. A popular discourse about gender and letter writing helped Americans map out boundaries between business and personal correspondence in everyday life and between the public and the private in the world of the post.

The personal letters that passed through the mails in unprecedented numbers during the middle of the nineteenth century were artifacts of a postal culture and not just expressions of individual needs and circumstances. Paradoxically, the collective insistence by published commentators that a letter is (or ought to be) a spontaneous effusion of sincere feeling from one person to another accomplished much of the cultural work that went into producing the modern personal letter. At least as important, however, were the letters themselves, which elaborated, reinforced, and circulated the principal themes of the ideology of epistolary intimacy.

Mid-century correspondents were as relentless as published guides in defining letters as a kind of intimate conversation. Lucy Smith of Michigan asked her mother in 1843 to reciprocate with "a real long letter just exactly as you would talk." At the close of an especially descriptive and rambling 1836 letter, Abigail Malick reflected "Dont I write guest As if you ware here And I was A talking to you." Confederate Congressman Warren Akin offered a related apology for a long letter to a friend in 1864: "Pardon my many words. When I commence writing to you I feel like I'm talking to you, and I hurry on without stopping to think much." Others cited the familiar analogy between letters and conversation to excuse informality rather than length. As Lethe Jackson, an enslaved woman living in Virginia, explained in an 1838 letter to her master's daughter, "I hope I have not made too free in any thing I said—I wanted to write as if I was talking to you." More often, letter-writers simply incorporated the analogy in their descriptions of the act of composition. A recent arrival in San Francisco in 1850, John McCracken introduced a letter to his sister Lotte in these terms: "I am seated... at the close of a very busy day, having just finished 'a glorious good dinner' to have a quiet chat, so now give me your hand and we will commence at once." Another forty-niner, Samuel Adams of Maine, explained to his absent wife, "[I] must talk a few minutes with my loving partner before retiring for the night." Mary Wingate wrote to her husband Benjamin that "the family have all retired and now I will finish my letter for I like to be alone when I talk with you." Warren Akin made the point more explicitly and provocatively. "Are you not mistaken when you sometimes say I dont talk to you?" he teasingly asked his wife. "I'm sure I have held sweet converse with you every day this week, to a considerable extent. And, indeed, it is a sweet converse, darling to sit down and thus speak to my dear wife."

By repeating the traditional trope of correspondence as conversation, ordinary letter-writers indulged and encouraged a fantasy about the bodily presence of distant persons. Built into this fantasy, however, was some
recognition of the frustrating gap that letters could never quite close. "It is with pleasure that I seat myself to converse with you a few moments today," Sabrina Swain began a letter to her husband in California, only to add "would that it were verbally." As a young law student, Charles Jones acknowledged that although he looked forward to the "regular receipt" of mail from home with "zealous anticipation," letters were still "not equal to positive conversation"—they were inferior to the bodily contact they evoked. [5] "These lines, traced although they be by your hand," he confided to his mother, "is not equivalent to beholding the form that dictated them." Captain Jacob Ritner's letter to his wife Emeline during the Civil War betrays a similar awareness of the way conversational letters stood for both presence and absence: 

Well, dear, it is late Sunday night and if you are not too tired and sleepy and will sit on my knee and listen, I will try to tell you what we have been about since I last wrote. I have a "bushel" of news to tell, but can't tell it all tonight, if I have to write it down. I wish I could sit down and talk to you till midnight, don't you! But I am very thankful that I have the privilege of writing to you—it is more than I expected sometimes through the week.

While the letter opens as an oral exchange embedded in an intimate physical encounter, the medium of writing winds up imposing time limits on what can be said, disrupting the analogy. Franklin Buck acknowledged a similar problem in one of his early letters to his sister after leaving Vermont. "It is hard work for me to write my thoughts," he admitted. "If I was with you I could talk more in five minutes than I can write on two sheets of paper." But in Jacob Ritner's case the fantasy of being able to "sit down and talk to you till midnight" reads less as a wish for more time than as a wish for more bodily contact. If only the image of correspondence as laptalk were real, he seems to suggest.

For Ritner, as for many mid-century correspondents, the conventional description of the personal letter as surrogate speech gave way to a complex fantasy that the mail might simulate bodily presence more generally. Perhaps encouraged both by the increasing speed and frequency of the mails and by the spread of the telegraph, letter-writers frequently imagined being brought into some sort of instantaneous communion with the people they addressed. "I wish you could be taken up bodily," journalist Joseph Lyman wrote from New York to his wife in Massachusetts, "and set down here with me a day and a night." Such erotic fantasies were fairly common in nineteenth-century letters, but the thought of being physically transported along with the mail went beyond the familiar expression of sexual desire; it called attention to both the possibilities and limitations of the personal letter as a bearer of physical presence. On a steamer bound for California in 1849, John Ingalls articulated a standard version of this observation to his foster brother. "I wish I had the power to bring you on board the ship Pacific by an effort of the will," he wrote in his letter. Warren Akin offered a slight variation in a letter to his wife. "If I could move with the speed of thought I would now be sitting by the fire with you and my dear children this cold night." Mollie Dorsey, who moved west with her family at the age of eighteen from Indianapolis in 1857, described in her diary three years later how one day, disconsolate at not receiving letters from home, she stared out eastward across the Colorado plains. "I wished myself a fairy or spirit," she recorded, "that I might fly away to the old home and see them all once more, and soon I transferred my longing to paper." Fantasies of simultaneity and instant travel reflected and reinforced heightened expectations of contact in a society transformed by increased use of the post. But they were also gestures by which ordinary postal users ratified the claim of the mailed letter to be an intimate act of interpersonal communication.

Everyday acts of correspondence were crucial to the cultural construction of the personal letter, and not simply because letters frequently affirmed the ideology of epistolary intimacy. Ordinary letters shaped popular understanding of interpersonal correspondence even when they did not articulate explicit views on the value of letter-writing. Every use of the post, of course, informed both the sender's and the recipient's sense of what it meant to correspond by mail, and the range of circumstances, exigencies, desires, anxieties, obligations, and pieties reflected or expressed in the daily mail was, as commentators were fond of emphasizing, unimaginably diverse. Yet much of what appeared in personal letters during the mid-nineteenth century (and no doubt subsequently) was highly formulaic. This was, in fact, one of the most important senses in which ostensibly private correspondence was conspicuously public. Broadly shared conventions of salutation, address, and expression forged a powerful link between the individual letter and a larger epistolary discourse. Letter-writing formulas and clichés were largely matters of propriety and habit. They provided reassurances that an author was qualified and experienced in the practice of correspondence, and thus they could be useful in enabling, excusing, or even disclaiming whatever intimacy might follow. Formulas, in other words, explicitly framed the intimacy of a personal letter as a particular instance of a popular practice subject to norms and conventions.
It would be an enormous task to catalogue the innumerable formulaic expressions that recur throughout the archive of mid-century correspondence, but many of them rehearse a few basic themes. As literary historian William Merrill Decker has demonstrated, popular letters in nineteenth-century America repeated a series of tropes about separation, absence, and death with which correspondents had been preoccupied for centuries. Standard assurances that the author is still "in the land of the living" or stock expressions of pious confidence that the parties might be reunited in some better future were not simply clichés, as Decker observes. Such formulas affirm, albeit in unoriginal and unself-conscious ways, the "transcendental principle of enduring presence" that underwrites epistolary intimacy, enabling correspondents to make sense of long-distance relationships. Another cluster of formulas relate to reciprocity, including typical opening lines that mark and date the arrival of an incoming letter ("Yours of the 9 inst came to hand last evening"); "I received your welcome letter yesterday evening"; "Your very affectionate letter of the 24th came to hand today"; "Your very kind and interesting favor of the 30th ult. was this moment received" or bemoan the addressee's failure to write ("To-day's mail in and no letter for me. I can't tell you how much I am disappointed; I am satisfied now that I shall get no letters from you by this mail").

Perhaps the most common opening in mid-century correspondence spun some variation on the following formula, adopted in this example by the Midwesterner Samuel Tripp. "Dear father and mother," he began in 1849 letter. "I now take my pen to write you a few lines to inform you that I am well at present sincerely hoping that these few lines will find you all enjoying the same blessing." Tripp started other letters to other correspondents almost identically ("Dear sir. I again take my pen to write you a few lines to let you know that I am well at present and enjoying good health and I sincerely hope [illegible smudge] enjoying the same good blessing") and read similar openings in the mail he received ("Dear sir I now take my pin in hand to let you no that I am well and I hope that these few lines may find you the same"). This formula obviously reflected an anxiety about health, but to read the astonishing recurrence of this greeting simply as a reflection of the fragility of life in nineteenth-century America would be to miss a major point. Ordinary correspondents resorted to formulaic expressions precisely because of their status as gestures whose semantic content was dulled by familiarity.

Personal letters began with references to taking "pen in hand," inscribing "these few lines," or having "an opportunity," not because such locutions necessarily captured the goals and values of correspondence, but because they marked a piece of writing as properly epistolary—in defiance of the edict that letters mimic ordinary conversation. The ubiquitous invocation of the "opportunity" to write, which was typically "embraced" or, slightly less frequently, "improved" (both expressions mean to capitalize upon), was a relic of an earlier era when letter-writing occasions were typically created by the fortuitous availability of a personal courier. It may not be coincidental that the words embrace and improve, which emphasized two different sets of values central to correspondence (interpersonal intimacy and literate upward mobility), loomed so large in the formulaic opening (on occasion the recipient might replace the opportunity as the direct object of the intended embrace), but surely for most users those terms had lost much of their edge.

The sheer volume of personal letter-writing during the early years of cheap postage makes generalizations hazardous, but formulaic expressions at the start of personal letters appear to have been particularly common among postal users for whom written correspondence was most unfamiliar. Enslaved African-Americans, recent immigrants from Europe, female mill workers just off the farm, Civil War soldiers from small towns, and rural migrants heading westward relied most frequently upon standard announcements about taking pens in hand, embracing opportunities, writing a few lines, and hoping the reader is enjoying the same blessing of good health.

The division between correspondents who resorted to these formulas and those who did not was not always predictable, however. Even within the same family, approaches to the epistolary formula could vary. David Lee Campbell and his brother James were born in 1824 and 1826 in Kentucky and moved to Adams County, Illinois, with their parents in 1831. They attended the same district public school in Brown County, both married (within three weeks of each other) in 1849, emigrated in tandem to California in 1850, and returned from there together two years later. Yet despite their shared background and experiences, the brothers' letters home to Illinois (first from the overland trail and then from California) reveal a striking difference. James, the younger brother, begins a typical letter to his wife with the conventional explanation that he has "taken another opportunity to inform you that I am well and in good spirits and hoping that you and John Sidney are enjoying the same blessing." Four months later, this time from California, James's letter to his wife's parents strikes the same pose: "I take this opportunity to inform you that I am well and hope these lines will find you all enjoying
the same blessing." Almost a year later he addressed his father in terms almost identical (save for the spelling): “I take this opportunity to wright a few lines to let you know that David and myself are well and hope you are all enjoying the same blessing.”

But while older brother David may have been enjoying that same blessing, he did not typically adopt the same formulas to say as much. “Dear Father, James & myself are in good health,” he begins abruptly in a letter to his father from Scott’s Bluffs. Other letters open similarly, announcing simply “We are well,” or “Brother James and & [sic] myself have finally arrived in California.” Once in California his letters occasionally refer to “tak[ing] an opportunity to inform you that I am well,” and one surviving letter to his father even indulges in James’s formulaic expression of hope about the shared blessing of good health, but this is a notable deviation from his ordinary pattern. In almost all cases David’s correspondence begins with either a direct report of his condition or the confirmation of receipt of mail.

James Campbell’s consistent and energetic preference for conventional openings may have reflected any of a number of influences and considerations, but as personal correspondence proliferated during the middle decades of the century, his practice ran the risk of being read as a sign of epistolary inexperience. The New Orleans Picayune mocked the inappropriate use of standard formulas by unsophisticated letter writers in an 1841 item purporting to be an actual “Western Love Letter” penned by one “Kathrun An Tilden.” Replete with misspellings and encumbered by several postscripts (a habit associated derisively with women’s correspondence) and bits of doggerel, the letter opens as follows: “My Dear Henry—I embrace this opporuncity to let you knough as I am had a spell of the aigur. And I hope theeas few lines may find you enjoying the same God’s Blessin!” Frank J. Webb’s novel The Garies and Their Friends (1857) uses the same joke to mark the dividing line of literary sophistication separating different strata of African American society in antebellum Philadelphia. Webb juxtaposes two letters addressed to young Charlie Ellis informing him that his home has been destroyed and his father injured by mob violence. Along with a proper, forthright epistle from his sister Esther, Charlie encounters the awkward, rambling, and orthographically irregular composition of his friend Kinch Sanders de Younge. Kinch, the son of an illiterate clothing dealer and a poor student, had been struggling for some time to produce the letter. “DEER SIR and HONNORED FRIEND,” it began. “I take This chance To Write To you To tell You that I am Well, And that we are all well Except Your father, who Is sick; and I hope you are Enjoying the same Blessin.”

Even less comically inappropriate applications of the formulaic expression came in for criticism. An 1863 piece of serialized fiction in the Southern Illustrated News disparaged the embraced opportunity as a “trite and apologetic expression.” Earlier in the period, Mrs. John Farrar had advanced a far broader indictment. In Farrar’s popular epistolary guide for young readers, Anna, the most authoritative and accomplished of the book’s adolescent characters, makes the point that good letter-writers have no need for “any set phrase for a beginning.” Later in the story, a younger farmhand seeks Anna’s advice as he struggles to compose a letter, which he has begun with the familiar “This comes to inform you that I am well, and hope you are the same.” Anna explains that such an opening is unnecessary. “Every letter, she said, ‘comes to inform one of something; and therefore it is unnecessary to say that it does; and unless you have been ill, and there is great anxiety about your health, there is too much egotism in making that your first topic.” An 1852 article similarly criticized the appearance of stock phrases in business letters:

It is to be presumed that you do not write without a quill pen, or a metallic substitute, and there is therefore no particular necessity for informing your correspondent that “you take your pen in hand.” Nobody, except the remarkable personage without arms who was exhibited a few years since, takes the pen between the toes. Neither need you tell your friend that your letter “comes hoping,” It may leave you ‘hoping;’ but that any emotion of hope or despair can be predicated of a sheet of paper is hardly to be asserted.

By the time of the Civil War, formulaic openings may also have begun to seem old-fashioned, as teenager Mary Trussell implied in an 1860 letter to her foster sister, Delia Page. Trussell mocked the salutatory “I now take my pen in hand to let you know I am well, and hope you are the same,” as the standard fare of “old times,” though she conceded that “a good many” letters still adopted the deplorable practice. Formulaic expressions were recognizable icons of personal correspondence, but many letter writers took pride in avoiding them.

How James and David Lee Campbell, or anyone else for that matter, acquired the literary habits that framed their personal letters is of course difficult to surmise. Published letter-writing guides were enormously popular throughout the nineteenth century, but they probably played no major role in training readers in the use of formulaic salutations or openings. Though one 1839 guide published in New York offers two examples of letters that begin by marking “the opportunity of writing these few lines to you,” and expressing hope “that you are in as good
health as I am at present” (significantly, one of the letters is attributed to an apprentice), the overwhelming majority of model letters in epistolary manuals avoid such formulas.

More important, it is unlikely that many correspondents relied upon letter-writing guides for basic instruction. The appeal of these texts probably owed more to their status as conduct guides or as a kind of epistolary fiction. A remarkable number of the featured letters in antebellum epistolary manuals affirm norms of behavior among young men and women and describe the same sorts of familial conflicts and heterosocial dangers that dominate the popular epistolary novels influenced by Samuel Richardson. Richardson’s own venture into the genre of letter-writing guide, Familiar Letters on Important Occasions (1741), left a heavy stamp on American manuals more than a century after its initial publication. An 1853 Complete Letter Writer published in San Francisco, for example, recycled many of Richardson’s letters without citation, entertaining readers with virtually identical versions of the master’s “From an Uncle to his Nephew, an apprentice, on his keeping bad company, bad Hours, &c” or “From a Daughter to her Father, pleading for her Sister, who had married without her consent”—along with the father’s reply. There is little reason to assume that readers of The Fashionable American Letter Writer or The Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Letter-writer were any more eager for (or susceptible to) practical letter-writing advice than were the consumers of Pamela or Clarissa.

Composition books used in schools were probably more influential than letter-writing guides in shaping the epistolary practices of ordinary people, and some of them may have contributed to the popularization of stock expressions and formulaic gestures. As Lucille M. Schultz has observed, composition textbooks taught by formal precept rather than by anecdotal model, and were probably more widely read (though fewer different titles have survived). And unlike epistolary manuals, composition books prescribed compulsory, mimetic exercises. At least one antebellum composition text instructed students in the use of formulaic openings to personal correspondence. The first skeletal model for a letter in Charles Morley’s 1839 A Practical Guide to Composition prefaced a letter to a sister with the familiar “I take this opportunity to write you a few lines.” Subsequent sentences were governed by guidelines rather than prescribed text. The first substantive line ought to “mention the state of your health, and that of your friends,” while the next should speak of progress in school. Additional letter models, one to a friend in Europe and another to a brother, open similarly with formulaic introductions before launching into news.

Undoubtedly, the most powerful influences on ordinary letter-writing habits came in the form of personal correspondence itself. As performances of proper penmanship and respectable character, personal letters were central exhibits in the larger didactic projects to which epistolary guides and composition textbooks contributed. Letters, as several scholars have demonstrated, were important sites for the elaboration and circulation of antebellum cultural norms, especially those of gender and class. But correspondents also exchanged something more specific about the construction of letters themselves. The personal, handwritten missive was not simply an instrument of cultural pedagogy; it was also, in some interesting ways, a pedagogical goal in and of itself. In admonishing their correspondents to write more frequently, more neatly, or more expressively, parents, siblings, and friends were not only encouraging the cultivation and display of skills and qualities that could be usefully deployed elsewhere. They were teaching and modeling the art of the personal letter at a time when postal correspondence was becoming both financially affordable and socially indispensable.

Americans during the middle decades of the century taught one another how to compose letters and how to recognize letters as gestures of self-expression. That they emphasized themes and images that had been, in many cases, familiar topeoi of epistolary discourse in previous centuries camouflages the novelty of this development. Codes of intimacy, reciprocity, and self-presentation that organized (and in some respects standardized) mid-century correspondence may have rehearsed older ideas about presence and absence, speech and writing, or words and flesh. But once those codes entered the everyday experience of large numbers of Americans who expected to maintain some of their most important relationships through the post, the stakes were much higher. The structural conditions of epistolary practice were now the structuring facts of everyday sociability.

The novelty of the personal letter as a model of intimacy in the antebellum period is easy to overlook. Though posted letters had in ancient and medieval times been paradigmatically public artifacts, in the early modern period new and ideologically charged associations emerged between the handwritten letter and privacy in its two fundamental senses: solitude and intimacy. Furthermore, letter-writing became central to the project of self-fashioning and self-improvement in the United States well before the arrival of cheap postage, but especially in the early national era, as aspirations and access to gentility spread among middling Americans. But as this process spilled beyond the borders of self-conscious pedagogical interventions and extended to a broader range of
the population, something different was emerging. Instead of simply teaching epistolary self-presentation as a mark of refinement or a badge of respectability, Americans valued and practiced epistolary intimacy as a basic mode of social and familial interaction. By the 1870s most Americans recognized the personal letter as a vehicle for everyday expressions of intimacy and everyday performances of the individual self.

—FIVE—

PRECIOUS AS GOLD
MOBILITY AND FAMILY IN THE GOLD RUSH AND CIVIL WAR

When Charles Stanton left Chicago in 1846, his brother Philip in Brooklyn received the news enthusiastically. After ten years in the fledgling Illinois city, the trip westward marked, at least from the perspective of an older sibling, a reawakening of Charles’s dormant ambitions. Recalling the events two years later under the pall of his brother’s tragic odyssey, Philip noted that he had learned of Charles’s plans only upon receiving a letter posted from St. Louis, followed “almost on [its] heels” by one from Independence, Missouri—a jumping-off point for the Overland Trail. From his home in Brooklyn, Philip proceeded to track his brother’s progress across the plains. “From the time my brother left Independence,” Philip remembered, “I had a map lying before me on my table, and whenever I received a letter from him, I would trace out his course on the map, and his letters being in full detail, I was enabled to travel along with him.” Separated by most of a continent from a brother traveling through unfamiliar territory, Philip followed along, reassured by the way the postmarks and datelines of arriving letters conformed predictably to the map of the aggressively expanding United States. Even as he crossed the Rocky Mountains (through territory not yet taken during the war that had officially begun a few months earlier), Charles corresponded frequently, incorporating his brother vicariously into the trek. “So much attention did I pay to this,” Philip wrote, “that the whole route became perfectly familiar to me.” Only when the letters stopped did Philip begin to lose his confident grip on Charles’s progress. Though he took some comfort from a warning in Charles’s last letter that a projected trip through the Bear River Valley might cause an interruption in communication, Philip grew “extremely anxious” for a report. Most of a year passed before a news item in the New York Tribune informed him of the grisly fate of Charles Stanton and the other members of the infamous Donner Party.1

As letter-writing became more common, and mail service more regular and extensive, the post allowed people to track mobile friends and
abundant in London. “The Londoner more than thinks of sending to the Post-office for his letters, than the New Yorker thinks of sending to the printing-office for his newspaper.”
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